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headings in the 3rd edn. (5 vols., 1927-8) of Sir G. Grove's
Dictionary of Music and Musicians. The following biographical or
critical works may also be mentioned: Life of William Sterndale
Bennett (1907), by J. R. S. Bennett; Hubert Parry (1926), by G. L.
Graves; Charles Villiers Stanford (1935), bV H- 1>lunket Greene;
The Music of Parry and Stanford (1934), by J. A. FulliT-Maitland;
Elgar: His Life and Works (1933), by B. Maine; Cecil Sharp (1933),
by A. H. Fox Strangways and Maud Karpelcs. Sir A. G. Mac-
kenzie's autobiography, A Musician's Narrative (i9*7)> S*ves a
lively picture of what working conditions in the musical world
during this period were like.
SOCIAL LIFE AND EDUCATION
Future historians of the manners of this period may rely not a
little on the novelists. They are good guides, except that they
tend to draw on their memories and describe states of society
somewhat earlier than the generation in which their readers arc
living: this is noticeably true of George Eliot, Meredith, Hardy,
and Galsworthy, less so of Bennett and Wdls, and not at all of
Mrs. Humphry Ward* But the best sources arc actual letters,
diaries, and other biographical matter. The number published
which emanate from 1870-1914 is already large* Throe may be
named, which illustrate the life of different sections of tl jc g< > vern-
ing class: Mary Gladstone: Her Diaries and Letters, ed. Lucy Master-
man (1930); the Autobiography ofMargot Asquith (1920); und Mrs*
Sidney Webb's My Apprenticeship (1996). Mamwm find Notes
(1927) by Anthony Hope (Sir A. H. Hawkins) exhibits the
change in London from the period of the barouche and the
hansom to that of the motor-car. George Sturt's Tint Wheel*
Wright's Shop (1923) describes the passing of an old industry from
a craft to a commercial basis, and from dependence on local to
dependence on non-local custom.
Another source will be the newspapers, R. H, G return's
Modern History of the English People rdflo* iqw (originally in 3 vols.,
1912, 1914, and 1929) seems largely based on them, and is an
interesting attempt to exhibit from year to year how the world of
events and people appeared to newspaper readers* Not the least
informative feature in old newspaper files arc the advertisements.
Illustrated periodicals are the main authorities for custumu.
Education down to the Balfour Act is well described in two
books: Sir Graham Balfour's TheRdwationdSystwuofVmit lirittdn

